HEXIS ANTIMICROBIAL FILM
PURE ZONE®
Performance and protection, anywhere, anytime

PURE ZONE® APPLICATION GUIDE

HOW TO USE PURE ZONE® LABELS?

Thank you for purchasing a film from our PURE ZONE® anti-microbial range. We offer these label sheets, in order to inform users that the surface is protected by PURE ZONE® technology. You can choose between 2 label sizes: small size for small surfaces and large size for larger surfaces.

WHEN APPLYING A PURE ZONE® FILM ONLY:

1. Clean the surface to protect before applying the film.
2. Apply the PURE ZONE® label(s) so that it is (they are) visible enough.
3. Apply the PURE ZONE® film on the surface to protect, making sure that the label is covered by the PURE ZONE® film.
4. Your label is properly applied.

WHEN APPLYING THE PURE ZONE® LAMINATION ON TOP OF PRINTED GRAPHICS:

1. Print the graphics.
2. Before laminating, apply the PURE ZONE® label(s), making sure the place you apply the label(s) will be visible once the complex is applied.
3. Laminate the printed graphics and label with the PURE ZONE® lamination.
4. Apply the printed and laminated PURE ZONE® complex on the surface to protect.
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